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Note Although the program can be used for many tasks, it is not always the best tool for every job. In this book, we use
Photoshop for most of the imagery in the book. However, we include other programs as well to illustrate how Photoshop

fits into the creative process. As you start creating images, you may find that Photoshop doesn't seem to do exactly what you
want it to do. For example, in Photoshop, some images have weird color artifacts that you don't always want in your print

products. As you work on images, you may find that a different program has a better solution for a particular problem. The
following sections show some of Photoshop's strengths and weaknesses.
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Photoshop Elements is a freeware and can be used for free, without any money. Only some of the features require a
software license, but not all of them. Elements is supported by the community and can be used offline. Elements has many
of the features of Photoshop. Adobe Photoshop Elements is a basic image editing software for casual users. It is simple to

use and easy to learn. More advanced features can be used to increase the images’ quality, such as editing layers. The
elements can be divided into two main categories, including the basic and the advanced. Basic When talking about basic
elements of Photoshop, it includes the basic functions of the editor. Sometimes, it does not have any advanced functions.
For example, the basic features of Photoshop cannot add professional effects such as removing or adding text. Elements

supports the following basic functions: Adjust color Color adjustments are used to change the brightness and the contrast of
the image. You can make adjustments in the Levels panel or in the Curves panel. Sepia tone can be added or deleted with

the effect Saturation or desaturation. You can make any changes to the look of the image such as adjusting the levels.
Shadow / Light The shadows and light can be adjusted by using the Light/Shadow function. Light adjusts the levels of a

black and white (grayscale) image. A light effect adds some light while a shadow effect darkens the areas of the image. You
can see the light and shadow adjustment tools on the Shadow/Highlight tabs. Light (top) and shadow (bottom) tabs Adjust
levels The levels of the image can be adjusted by using the image adjustment tools. This is an essential tool to adjust the

lightness of the black-and-white image. Two adjustment brushes have been added to the light and shadow adjustment
brushes in the Basic category. Brush adjustment Adjust colors Colors in black-and-white or grayscale images have three

levels: gray, white, and black. Different shades of gray can be used to adjust the brightness of the image. You can adjust the
colors with the Gradient tool. You can add a few colors by adding a point. This is similar to adding a single color with the

Magic Wand. Gradient tools The Gradient tool is the main tool for editing colors 05a79cecff
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Note There are many other settings available that you can access by clicking on the cursor and choosing the Brush Options
dialog box. You can use the Brush Settings menu to select a different brush size, hardness, and size of the stroke. ## Using
the Selection Brush The next tool is the **Selection Brush**. This tool is useful for making selections for retouching or
adding effects to an image. Sometimes, you may want to use the Selection Brush tool but still have layers intact. The
**Alpha Blending** tool from the **Select** menu allows you to combine transparent or opaque pixels. It is important to
understand the following about this tool: * **Both the layer and background are replaced** with the pixels created with the
Selection Brush tool. * **In the Select** menu, the Alpha Blending has no effect unless it is set to **Keep Layers**. *
**You cannot select parts of a layer using the Selection Brush.** ## Using the Magic Wand Another tool that is useful for
making selections is the **Magic Wand**. This tool is not found in the brushes section of the
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1 (64 bit only), 10, or a later version of Windows Server Processor: 2 GHz dual core or faster
Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: DirectX 11-compliant hardware and a compatible video driver Network: Broadband
Internet connection Storage: 2 GB available hard drive space Sound: DirectX-compatible sound card Additional Notes:
DirectX 9 will be supported when using the “Wine1.7” release. To check if your system meets the minimum
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